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Abstract
Several aspects of the Multiple-Quantum Magic-Angle Spinning (MQMAS) technique (L. Frydman and J.S. Harwood, J.
I 17 (1995) 5367) are compared with Dynamic-Angle Spinning (DAS). Examples of MQMAS spectra are
shown for I = 3/2 nuclei with Co up to 3.6MHz, and for 27A1(I = 5/2) with Co up to IOMHz. The MQMAS linewidth is
largely independent of the magnitude of the homonuclear dipolar interaction, while the spinning sideband manifold is similar
to that observed in DAS experiments. MQMAS is technically simple and routinely useful for studying nuclei with short
spin-lattice relaxation times, but care must be taken in its use for quantitative studies as the excitation of the triple-quantum
coherence is not uniform. In this regard, MQMAS is most useful for samples with small quadrupolar coupling constants. In
the specific case of “0, DAS would give spectra with excellent resolution in comparison to MQMAS. The different
advantages of DAS and MQMAS make them useful complementary techniques in many cases.
Two additional methods are also presented for extracting the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) directly for quadrupolar
nuclei using the multiple-quantum scheme. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
High-resolution
solid-state NMR spectra for spin
l/2 nuclei are now readily attainable since MagicAngle
Spinning
(MAS)
[l-3]
averages
away
anisotropic interactions including chemical shifts and
heteronuclear
dipolar
couplings.
In contrast,
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quadrupolar
nuclei in solids usually experience a
large quadrupolar interaction, which can not be totally removed
by MAS [4,5]. For half-integer
quadrupolar nuclei, interest has largely been focused
on the central (l/2 ti - l/2) transition, because it
is not affected by the first-order quadrupolar interaction. However, the MAS spectra are still shifted and
broadened by the second-order quadrupolar interaction, which limits the resolution for many important
nuclei [4,5].
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Techniques proposed for overcoming this resolution problem include Double Rotation (DOR) [6-81
in which the sample is simultaneously
spun about
two axes, and Dynamic-Angle
Spinning (DA% [8101, in which the sample is spun sequentially about
two axes giving a 2D NMR spectrum that correlates
isotropic and anisotropic information
characteristic
of the distinct sites. DAS and DOR have been successfully used to study nuclei such as “0 [11,12],
23Na, “Al [ 131, and “Rb [ 141. Recently, Frydman
and coworkers [15,16] introduced an alternative approach (Multiple-Quantum
Magic-Angle
Spinning,
MQMAS) that utilizes the multiple-quantum
coherence [ 17,181 to achieve high-resolution.
The experiment involves sample spinning around only the magic
angle, which is technically much simpler than DAS
or DOR and makes it a very promising technique for
the study of quadrupolar nuclei.
In this paper, we address several complimentary
aspects of MQMAS and DAS. Issues such as excitation, linewidth, resolution, sideband pattern and the
effect of other interactions including CSA and dipolar coupling are discussed. It is shown that CSA
parameters can be directly extracted from the simulation of the MQMAS spectrum when the magnitude
of the CSA is comparable to that of the second-order
quadrupolar interaction in the single-quantum
spectrum. If, on the other hand, the CSA is moderate, a
MQVAS (Multiple-Quantum
Variable-Angle
Spinning) method can be used to provide direct CSA
information.

2. Theory
This section provides a brief description of the
theoretical background related to the current paper.
For a quadrupolar system, the relevant Hamiltonian
contains the following term:
H=Hz+Ho+Hcs+H,

(1)

where H,, H,, H,, and H, represent the Zeeman,
quadrupolar, chemical shift and dipolar interactions,
respectively. The Zeeman interaction is usually so
large that all the other interactions can be treated as
perturbations.
As a starting point, consider only the Zeeman and
quadrupolar Hamiltonians
H, and Ho. Application

of the first-order perturbation theory to this problem
gives the resonance frequency correction due to H,:

,‘Q
m-n=

jCQ
2&(21-

1)

(m2-n2)@,(o$)

(2)

In Eq. (21, m ++ n designates a transition between
nuclear spin states m and n, C, = e*qQ/h
is the
quadrupolar coupling constant and I is the nuclear
spin quantum number. A,,,
Q is a function of the Euler
angles a and j3 between the molecular frame and
the laboratory frame. It is these two angles that
characterize the spatial dependence of the quadrupolar interaction.
According to Eq. (21, the m ++ -m transitions are
not affected by the first-order correction. Applying
the second-order perturbation calculation [ 151 to these
transitions gives

= C,( 1,m) wiz + C,( Z,m) A?( a ,p) P,(cosB)
+C,(Z,m)A~((~,p)P,(cos8)

(3)

as the time-independent
part. In Eq. (31, (Y and j3
are Euler angles between the molecular and the rotor
frames, and A: and A? are the orientation-dependent terms that broaden the spectra and need to be
averaged away to achieve high resolution. P, and P4
are the second- and fourth-order Legendre polynomials as a function of spinning angle 8. C,, C, and C,
are constants dependent on the observed transition
and the spin quantum number I; they are listed in
Table 1.
When the chemical shift Hamiltonian
is considered, the first-order perturbation calculation gives
WCS
m--m (o,PJ)
= 2myB(6,,

+A;S(

a,j3)P2(cos8))

(4)

where A2S is the orientation-dependent
term and
similar definitions of (Y, p and 6 have been used. It
is evident from Eq. (4) that the chemical-shift dispersion in an m-quantum spectrum is magnified by a
factor of m in comparison with such a dispersion in
a single-quantum
spectrum. This dispersion could
result in higher resolution spectra and provide a
means of measuring the CSA if it is too small to be
resolved in a single-quantum
spectrum. Examples
will be given in the later sections.
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Table 1
Coefficients in the second-order
(6)) and the scaling factors (k,,

quadrupolar Hamiltonian (C,, C,, C,) @q. (311, the ratios between the two-separated
k,) (Eq. (9)) for the MQMAS isotropic frequency

r, periods (k) (Eq.

I

m

Co

C,

C,

k

k,

k,

3/2
3;2

l/2
3;2

3
-9

- 12
0

-27
21

_

_

_

J/9

17/s

- 5/4

5/2

l/2

8

-32

-72

_

_

_

5/2
5/2

3/2
512

6
-50

-60
20

- 114
150

19/12
25/12

- 17/31
61/37

IO/31
- 50/37

101/45
II/9
161/45

- lJ/J3
- 4/5
148/103

IO/J3
1
- 140/103

712

i/2

15

-60

-135

J/2
J/2
J/2

3/2
5/2
J/2

27
-15
- 147

-144
- 120
168

- 303
- 165
483

_

912

‘/2

24

-96

-216

_

_

_

912
912
912
9/2

3/2
512

54
30
-84
-324

- 252
-300
-168
216

-546
- 570
-84
1116

91/36
95/36
J/l8
31/6

- 17/127
- 13/131
- 47/25
79/55

IO/l27
50/131
14/5
- 50/37

712
912

It is worth noting that normal MAS is not enough
to average away the anisotropies in Eq. (3) since the
P4 term still broadens the spectra. One way to
remove the full anisotropy is to make the spinning
angle time-dependent [6-lo]. In a DAS experiment,
the sample is spun sequentially around two angles
fulfilling the following conditions:
C,( 1,1/2) P,(cos0,)

= kC,( 1,1/2) P,(cosB,)
(5a)

C,( 1,1/2) P,(cos8,)

= kC,( [J/2)

P,(cos0,)
(5b)

where (0,) 0,) is a DAS angle pair and k is between
0.8 and 5 (k = 1P,(cosB,)/P,(cos8,)~).
One can view
this DAS experiment as a technique which manipulates P, and P4 in Eqs. (3) and (4) to achieve high
resolution, since the C, or C, term in Eqs. (5a) and
(5b) actually cancelled. For the same purpose, the
novel MQMAS experiment manipulates P,, P4 and
C,, C, simultaneously; it removes the A:S and A?
terms by sample spinning at the magic angle (where
P, is zero), and eliminates the A: term by a correlation of the single and triple-quantum coherences. In
this MQMAS case, k is defined by the equation:
C,( 1,3/2) P,(cos~)

= kC,( Z,1/2)P,(cos8)

(6)

Notice the similar cancellation of the P4 factor,
which results in k = IC,(Z,3/2)/C,(Z,1/2)1.
k values for different spins are also listed in Table 1.
One significant point here is that a specific P4 or
P, term can be removed by correlation even if the
sample is not spinning at the angle with P4 or P,
equal to zero. In this regard, if we spin the sample at
70.12” or 30.56” ( P&cos 8 I= O), and use the correlation scheme to remove A$ (in MQMAS, A? is
removed by correlation), the only anisotropic term
left is A?, which gives the CSA parameters directly. This experiment is particularly easy to implement for spin 3/2 nuclei since the 3/2 ti - 3/2
transition does not have the A? term [19]:
w:;z t) -3,2(%/W
= 3yB(Siso +A;‘(

aJ3)PZ(cos8))

(7a)

24

%,2tt-3,*(“dw
=

C,(3/2,3/2)
+ C,(3/2,3/2)

w,“,:
A:( a$)Pq(cose)

(7b)

Spinning the sample at 70.12” or 30.56” leaves A:’
as the major term [19] that broadens the triple-quantum spectrum. Since multiple quantum signals can
not be detected directly, a 2D experiment is needed
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which gives a spectrum with a triple-quantum CSA
dimension and a single-quantum Variable-Angle
Spinning (VAS) dimension. This technique is referred to as MQVAS (Multiple-Quantum VariableAngle Spinning).

3. Experimental
All of the inorganic compounds used in the experiment were obtained from commercial sources, typically with a stated purity of at least 98%. The
anorthite and “O-enriched stilbite were made at
Stanford University and characterized by XRD and
29Si NMR. Preparation details and more extensive
spectral analysis of these samples are found elsewhere [20].
The 23Na, 87Rb, “0 and 45Sc experiments were
performed at either 9.4 T or 11.7 T using a home-built
5-mm DAS probe [21]. The spinning axis was initially set to 54.74” by maximizing the observed
sideband intensity using KBr c8’Br) or d-HMB (*H>
as standards. The “Al spectra were collected using a
Doty Scientific 5-mm high-speed MAS probe. Spinning speeds greater than 7SkHz were used in all
experiments except for the one designed to give the
intense 23Na,C204 sideband pattern. The RF+power
level in the DAS experiments was set to ensure
selective excitation of the central transition, and a
typical 90” pulse length was N 7 ps. In the MQMAS
experiments, high power was used to achieve efficient excitation with a typical 90” pulse length of
-2p.s.
a

n7c

b

NT

nx

n7I

?T

Fig. 1. Pulse sequences used in MQMAS and MQVAS experiments: (a) simple two-pulse sequence; (b) three-pulse shifted-echo
sequence.

The shifted-echo DAS sequence (m/2-t,--r/2hop-rr/2-tau-n-acq.)
used in our experiments is
described elsewhere [22]. The echoes were typically
shifted out by many milliseconds (if possible) to
achieve high sensitivity and an undistorted signal.
Similarly, a shifted-echo MQMAS sequence [23] was
usually used for the MQMAS experiments (Fig.
I(b)). However, if the sensitivity was a problem due
to T2 decay under echo conditions, the simple twopulse MQMAS sequence [16,23,24] was used (Fig.
l(a)). (It is worth pointing out that maximum multiple-quantum excitation and conversion efficiency is
not necessarily achieved by these sequences [25].)
The data were processed according to the method
suggested by Grandinetti [22,23].

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Feasibility

of DAS and MQMAS

MQMAS spectra of 23Na (I = 3/2), 87Rb (I =
3/2), *‘Al (I = 5/2), “0 (I = 5/2) and 45Sc (I =
7/2) in some model compounds are shown in Fig. 2.
The typical recycle delay varies between 0.5 s and 1 s
for different samples, resulting in an acquisition time
no longer than 12h. This suggests that a MQMAS
spectrum can be acquired in a reasonable time for
these nuclei (also for “B, I = 3/2) when the T, of
the sample is not very long. The quadrupolar coupling constants <Co>are 3.6 MHz for 87Rb in RbClO,
[14], 2.4MHz for 23Na in Na,C,O, [16], about
5MHz for the 45Sc sites in Li,Sc,(PO,),,
2.88.4MHz for *‘Al sites in anorthite [20,26] and 3.4
and 4.8MHz for the two types of site in 170-labeled
stilbite. The MAS dimension of these spectra usually
shows well defined MAS powder patterns, suggesting a relatively even excitation of the triple-quantum
transition [ 161.
The single-hop DAS spectra for the above 87Rb,
23Na and ’ 0 samples were also obtained. However,
acquisition of the “B, *‘Al and 45Sc DAS spectra
was far less successful because of the short T,s.
Typically, 30-50ms are needed to flip the spinning
angle in a DAS experiment which means it can only
be applied to samples with T, longer than lOO150ms. Another limiting factor for DAS is the
homonuclear dipolar coupling, which creates coher-
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a

-60

-40

-20

(ppm)

b

obtained a “Ga (I = 3/2) DAS spectrum for pGa,O, with a Co of - 12MHz [281.
It has been shown that the excitation efficiency of
the triple-quantum coherence is determined by vq/vrf
[16-l 8,251. To achieve maximum excitation efficiency, the highest power level is usually used.
When the RF strength is fixed, the quantity that
determines the excitation efficiency is ho which is
defined as
“o = Co/21(21-

-3000

J

-55

0

3000

-25

-35

-45

(W

(ppm)

.-_-__/“\
-60

-50

-40

-30

-20

-10

(ppm)

Frequency
Fig. 2. MQMAS spectra of (a) *‘RbClO,, (b) Z3Na,C,0,,
(c)
‘5Sc in Li,Sc,(PO,),,
(d) 27Al in anorthite. (e) “0 in stilbite.
Spectra (a), (b), and (d) were taken at 11.7T whereas the other
two were taken at 9.4T. Frequencies are referenced to 1M RbNO,
tar “Rb, 1M NaCl for 23Na, 1M AI(NO,), for *‘AI, and H,O for
“0. The “SC spectral scale is shown in Hz, as a chemical-shift
standard was not available. Spectrum (d) is a slice taken along the
isotropic dimension, which has better resolution than the isotropic
projection. In a 2D contour-plot, five of the eight 27A1sites in that
system can be differentiated 1201. Two types of “0 site exist in
stilbite, but only one peak can be seen in (e).

ences that may not be restored following axis reorientation [27]. There is no such limitation for MQMAS because a hopping period is not necessary
between the two correlation evolution periods.
The major limiting factor for MQMAS is the
magnitude of the quadrupolar interaction. Since the
triple-quantum transition is forbidden to first-order,
the MQMAS experiment is currently limited to sites
with Co less than 4MHz for spin 3/2 nuclei [ 161.
As a comparison, a Co of up to 6.5 MHz for I = 3/2
nuclei does not lead to extra experimental difficulties
for DAS [14]. In the extreme, Grandinetti et al, have

5

1)

(8)

and smaller vo usually means better excitation unless vo is vanishingly small. It is thus not surprising
to see the efficient excitation for 27Al (Fig. l(d),
anorthite, with C ‘s up to 8.4MHz), but the inferior
89
Rb (Fig. l(a), RbClO,, Co =
excitation for
3.6MHz). The smaller scaling factor for I > 3/2
nuclei suggests that the observation of Co up to
9MHz for *‘Al is possible, based on the relatively
efficient excitation of the triple-quantum coherence
for 23Na (e.g. Na,C,O,, I = 3/2, Co = 2.4MHz).
This is actually demonstrated by our experiment on
kyanite [20], which has “Al site with Co up to
10.0 MHz. The fact that the excitation scheme in Fig.
I is relatively efficient for spin 5 2 nuclei is impor/
tant because Co’s for 27Aland ’ 0 are smaller than
10MHz in a lot of commonly used technological
materials [26,29]. However, some care must be taken
in the use of this technique for the study of site
quantification.
4.2. Linewidth
The DAS and MQMAS linewidths (full width at
half maximum) of some model compounds are compared in Table 2. Also shown in this table are the
linewidth data from MAS and Hahn-echo experiment
(T,-linewidth). In addition, the DAS linewidths for
“B in D3B03 [27], *‘Al in LiAISi,O,O [30] and “0
in diopside [ 1I] are also included.
The DAS linewidth increases from about 200Hz
for 87Rb to 1.2 kHz for *‘Al, consistent with the
increasing homonuclear dipolar coupling as shown in
Table 2. The MQMAS linewidth, on the other hand,
is largely nucleus-independent, spanning the range
between 170 Hz and 270 Hz. While the DAS and
MQMAS lines are usually an order of magnitude
narrower than the MAS lines, they are an order of
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Table 2
Comparison

of the DAS, MQMAS,

echo, and MAS linewidths

8 (1997) I - 16

for some model compounds

Nucleus/compound

DAS linewidth (Hz) a

MQMAS linewidth (Hz) a

Echo linewidth (Hz) a

MAS linewidth (Hz) b

“RbN03
’
“RbClO,
“Na,C20,
D”B0
27,& Kyslite
“AI LiAlSi,O,,
“0 Diopside
“0 Stiblite d

160
250
500
1100 e
_

I80
270
260
_

IO
IO
25
_

170
_
_

30
_

270

30

- 2500
-5ooO
- 3500
- 4500
- 7300
-4200’
-3800”
- 4500

1200 f
120 f
600

a Full width at half magnitode.b Full spectral range covered by the MAS spectra. Notice that many sites may exist in some of the
samples.’ Linewidths of the site with CQ = I .72 MHz, hQ = 0.5, d,,, = - 3 1.3ppm.d There is a distribution of the “0 sites in stilbite? Ref.
[26].’ Ref. [29].% Ref. [I I].

by an echo sequence, leaving only the intrinsic T,
relaxation under MAS. To understand completely
why the MQMAS lines are so much wider than the

magnitude broader than the echo linewidth. This is
not a surprise as magnetic field inhomogeneity as
well as inhomogeneous broadenings are all refocused

h

a

b

J

-40

-35

-30

-25

-65

-60

-55

30

DAS or MQMAS Dimension
(ppm from 1M RbN03)
Fig. 3. 11.7 T DAS (a) and MQMAS (b) spectra of *‘RbNO,. The contour lines are drawn from a level of 5% to a level of 100% with an
increment of 5%. Note that the two low-frequency peaks in the DAS spectrum appear on the high-frequency
side of the MQMAS spectrum.
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40
20
0
-20
-40
-60
-80

DAS or M MAS Dimension
@pm8 rom H20)
Fig. 4. 9.4T DAS (a) and MQMAS (b) spectra of “O-labeled stilbite. The contour lines are drawn from a level of 5% to a level of 100%
with an increment of 5%. Two DAS peaks are discernible, with only one peak discernible in the MQMAS spectrum (the left-hand side
intensity is from spectral distortion and sideband).

echo lines requires more detailed and careful experiments to evaluate the contribution of each broadening mechanism.
The DAS linewidth can be related to the magnitude of the homonuclear
dipolar interaction in the
system [27]. The bilinear terms in the density matrix
arising from the dipolar Hamiltonian
can not be
retained through a DAS angle change. Thus the
dipolar Hamiltonian
acts purely as a relaxation superoperator and it is not refocused at the DAS echo
maximum.
The independence
of the MQMAS
linewidtb on the nucleus of interest suggests that
homonuclear dipolar coupling is not a crucial factor
for the implementation
of the MQMAS experiment,
a major advantage over DAS.
4.3. Resolution
The observed
are given by:

DAS and MQMAS

shifts (in ppm>

(9)

where
.&‘Q= 3 x lo6 c;< I( If 1) - 3/4)
so
10
0,2[21(21l)]’

(1 + V2/3)

(10)
is the second-order quadrupolar shift [33]. The scaling factors k, and k, are different for DAS (k, = k,
= 1) and MQMAS (Table 11, making the resolution
of the spectrum dependent not only on SisO and 6,f:
, but also on k, and k,. Some general conclusions
about resolution can be drawn but for specific samples; care must be taken in spectral interpretation.
Eq. (9) indicates that two chemically different
sites having the same quadrupolar coupling constants
will have a frequency separation proportional to k, .
If Ik, 1 is greater than 1.0, better resolution is expected for MQMAS; if, on the other hand, Ik,l is
smaller than 1.0, DAS will give better resolution.
The factor k, in Eq. (9) has a similar effect on
resolution. In the case of I = 3/2 nuclei, MQMAS

8
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gives better resolution than DAS according to Table
1, and the opposite is true for I > 3/2 nuclei. For
I = 3/2 nuclei, the enhanced resolution of MQMAS
over DAS is readily seen in Fig. 3 where the separation of the two MQMAS peaks in RbNO, (9ppm) is
twice that in the DAS spectrum (5 ppm). Discussion
about the overlapping of the two high-field DAS
peaks in the MQMAS spectrum is provided in Section 4.4. For I = 5/2 nuclei, an example is given in
Fig. 4, which is an “0 stilbite spectrum taken at
9.4T. In this case, DAS gives two partially resolved
peaks, whereas only one peak is observed in the
MQMAS spectrum. Similar resolution limitation was
also encountered for 45Sc (I = 7/2).
MQMAS is a promising technique for the study
of *‘Al (I = 5/2) because MAS spectra for 27A1are
usually too broad to take advantage of the improved
spectral dispersion. The moderate coupling constants
for *‘Al in most materials [26,29] make it very
suitable for MQMAS studies [20].
The decreased resolution for I > 3/2 nuclei in the
3QMAS spectrum can be overcome by correlating
the 2I-quantum coherence with the single-quantum
coherence [3 11.This is demonstrated in Fig. 5, where
the SQMAS *‘Al spectrum of goosecreekite
(CaAl,Si,O,, - 5H,O) clearly shows two different
Al sites [32], resolving the structural controversy of
this zeolite. The five-quantum coherence is easily
generated for samples with small quadrupolar coupling constants. The question of excitation for large
coupling constants is a future problem in the utilization of these higher-order multiple-quantum experiments.
4.4. Combined

effect of chemical
order quadrupolar shift

shifr and second-

In Fig. 4, the two high-field 87RbN0, DAS peaks
overlap in the 11.7 T MQMAS spectrum, as they do
in a DAS spectrum taken at 7.OT [14]. This overlap
indicates that sites with different chemical shifts and
quadrupolar interactions can appear at the same frequency in a DAS or MQMAS spectrum. Such an
‘accidental’ overlap is a result of the cancellation of
the chemical shift difference and the second-order
quadrupolar shift difference. For well crystallized
samples this type of overlap can be overcome by
multiple-field experiments. However, one can also

60

b
,a 55
45 Al
-40

-35

-30

MQMAS Dimension
(ppm from 1M Al(N03)3)
Fig. 5. I1.7T 3QMAS (a) and SQMAS
goosecreekite.
Both spectra were acquired
quence shown in Fig. l(a).

(b) 27Al spectra of
using the pulse se-

perform both DAS and MQMAS experiments on the
same sample at only one field, since the overlap
conditions are different for these two experiments. In
this respect, the combination of DAS and MQMAS
removes the possibility of spectra1 misinterpretation.
For materials with a continuous distribution of
chemical shifts and quadrupolar coupling constants
(as in many amorphous and glassy materials), the
problem of overlapping peaks limits the applicability
of DAS and MQMAS. To see this, it is necessary to
give a brief description of the general features of the
DAS spectra for glassy materials. DAS spectra of
these materials are broadened usually from one to
twenty kilohertz by the distribution of chemical sites
(which have a distribution of chemical shift and
quadrupolar parameters) in these systems. Because
DAS gives a two-dimensional spectrum correlating
the isotropic DAS shifts and the anisotropic interac-

S.H. Wang et al./Solid
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tions, an anisotropic slice taken perpendicular to the
DAS dimension corresponds to a VAS spectrum and
can be simulated to provide a set of quadrupolar (Co
and qo) and chemical shift (S,,,) parameters [ 12,331.
These parameters are related to structural information such as the Si-0-Si bond angles for bridging
oxygen in “0 glass [I 2,331. The above approach
assumes that each slice that is taken out corresponds
to only one type of site. Because it is possible that
sites with different chemical environments show up
at the same frequency, this assumption does not
necessarily hold.
As an example, consider the amorphous Si1702
DAS data obtained by Baltisberger et al. 1331.Using
the quadrupolar and chemical shift parameters they
obtained, the isotropic shifts in DAS, triple-quantum
MAS and five-quantum MAS spectra were calculated using Eqs. (9) and (10). The results are shown
in Fig. 6(a), where IOOppm is first subtracted from
the SQMAS shifts and then plotted. The data points
on the left side of the figure are characterized by
substantial error bars, which is mainly a result of
simulation errors. The observed DAS shifts change
(increase) monotonically as a function of the slice
number whereas the multiple quantum shifts do not
vary monotonically over the corresponding slices.
What is also noted is that the spread of MQMAS
shifts is smaller for the same sites as in DAS as a
result of the scaling factors in Eq. (9). For many of
the I70 inorganic glasses, the quadrupolar coupling
constants <Co> decrease with the increase of the
isotropic chemical shifts over a wide range of the
Si-0-Si bond angles [ 12,331. While the effect of the
decreasing Co is to shift the MQMAS spectra to
higher frequency (more positive ppm values), this
effect is partially undone by the simultaneous increase of the isotropic chemical shift (note the negative sign for k,). The net result is a smaller spread of
shifts in MQMAS spectra of “0 glasses than one
would get from a similar DAS experiment. The
reason for the difference between DAS and MQMAS
is that k, and k, in DAS have the same sign (both
are + I), but they have opposite signs in MQMAS.
While Fig. 6(a) shows that glassy samples may
have a potential problem with overlap, it is worth
considering a crystalline “0 sample. Fig. 6(b) shows
similar calculations for the five “0 sites in well
crvstallized
coesite 1341.
_ _ All five sites are clearlvd
,
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separated in DAS, but sites 3, 4, and 5 are expected
to overlap in the 3QMAS spectrum, and sites 4 and 5
are expected to overlap in the 5QMAS spectrum.
This sort of overlap is possible in any sample depending on the relative sizes of the coupling constants and shifts. In this regard, performing all three
experiments (DAS, 3QMAS and SQMAS) would
provide useful overall information as the overlap
conditions for these techniques are different.
4.5. Sideband pattern
A 2D slow-spinning (w, = 3.4kHz) MQMAS
spectrum for 23Na,C,0, is shown in Fig. 7. The
sidebands in each slice shown to the right of the
contour plot are separated from each other by
1.9kHz, instead of 3.4kHz. Also, the center-band
and sideband positions in different slices taken along
the isotropic MQMAS dimension are not the same.

100,

i#
+k
l’0

E

sites in amorphous

Silica

8&
100,

-50

I

I

,

._

I

3QMAS
,

t

Five I7 0 sites in Coesite
Fig. 6. Comparison of the resonance frequencies of DAS, 3QMAS
and SQMAS spectra for amorphous Si”0,
(a) and coesite (b).
The Larmor frequency is 67.7MHz
corresponding
to “0 at
11.7T. The isotropic chemical shift and quadrupolar coupling
constant values are taken from [32,33], respectively.
IOOppm is
first subtracted from the SQMAS shifts and then plotted in the
figure.
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-50 -25 0

25

50

MQMAS Dimension
(ppm from 1M NaCl)
Fig. 7. MQMAS sideband pattern for “3Na in Na,C,O,
at 11.7T. The spinning speed is 3.4kHz and the sidebands in each of the isotropic
slices are separated by q/(1
+ k) = 1.9kHz. The arrows point to the center bands in the MQMAS dimension. Notice that they are not at
the same positions due to the shearing transformation.
Adding these sidebands together gives the projection shown above the contour plot
with reduced resolution.

This can be seen in Fig. 7, where the arrows point to
the center-band positions in different slices. The
projection above the contour-plot shows lower resolution than the slices due to the overlap of different
sidebands.
This complicated sideband pattern is a result of
the redefinition of the r, dimension dwell time and
the shearing transformation [35]. As the evolution
time in the MQMAS dimension is divided into two
parts, the dwel1 time in this dimension is redefined
as:
DWi,,=(k+l)DW,

(11)
where DW, is the time increment in the t, dimension and k is defined in Eq. (6). The scaling of the
dwell time causes the sidebands in this dimension to

be separated from each other by integer multiples of
the scaled spinning speed q/(1 + k). In this respect, the ‘virtual’ spinning speed in an isotropic
slice is 0.560, or 0.390, for I = 3/2 or 5/2 nuclei
(Table l), which agrees with the result in Fig. 7,
where the sidebands are separated from each other
by 1.9 kHz (0.564.
To understand the complicated 2D sideband pattern fully, we use a pair of integers (m,n) to specify
each sideband in the 2D spectrum where m denotes
the MAS dimension sideband order, and n denotes
the MQMAS dimension sideband order. Due to the
shearing transformation [22,23,35] applied to achieve
high resolutio;, the (m,n) sideband in the isotropic
slice is (ml+k

+a- 1 : k )o,(kJJz) away from the
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center band (m = 0, n = 0). This gives lower resolution when a projection is performed since sidebands
corresponding to different (m,n> pairs overlap. In
this case, a projection of only the m = 0 sidebands
results in better resolution. An alternative way to
accomplish the projection is first to shift the positions of the sidebands with m f 0 and then to perform the projection.
It is also worth noting that DAS spectra with

11

similar sideband features have been described elsewhere [35]. The similarity is not surprising as DAS
and MQMAS use similar 2D schemes to achieve
high resolution. Another example of a complicated
sideband pattern is shown in Fig. 8 for 87Rb,Cr0,,
where the sidebands arise primarily from the CSA.
A distinct feature in Fig. 7 is the existence of
more spinning sidebands in the isotropic dimension
than in the MAS dimension. This is a result of the

7

200
MQMAS Dimension
(ppm from 1M RbN03)
Fig. 8. 11.7T MQMAS spectrum for *‘Rb in Rb,CrQ,.
The contour lines are drawn from a level of 10% to a level of 100% with an
increment of 4.7%. The projection of the center band is shown above the contour plot. Due to the phase distortion, a magnitude spectrum is
shown and the arrow points to the center band. The number of points in both dimensions is 512. The t, increment is 5~s between two
consecutive slices, and the t2 dimension dwell time is lOus. 192 FlDs were accumulated for each t, point with a recycle delay of 0.5s
giving a total acquisition time of 28 h.
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CSA for 23Na, which is magnified by a factor of
three for the triple-quantum coherence and results in
more sidebands in the isotropic dimension (but no
additional MAS dimension sidebands). An enhancement of the sideband intensity was also observed for
45Sc in Li,Sc,(PO,),, but in this case it was due to
the magnified second-order quadrupolar effect instead of the CSA. Such an effect is about 2.3 times
larger for the triple-quantum coherence than for the
single-quantum coherence (see Table 1, C,s and C,s
for I = 7/2 nuclei), again resulting in the additional
sidebands in the isotropic dimension.

a

4.6. Chemical shift anisotropy
As discussed in Section 2 of this paper, the CSA
effect is magnified by a factor of m + -m for the
transition, which allows it to dominate the triplequantum spectrum when its magnitude is comparable
to that of the second-order quadrupolar interaction in
the single-quantum spectrum. Simulation of the MQMAS spectrum then directly yields the CSA parameters. The validity of this approach is also based on
the fact that the magnitude of the second-order
quadrupolar interaction for the triple-quantum coherence of a spin 3/2 nucleus is scaled by a factor of
7/9, compared with that for the single quantum
coherence under MAS (see Table 1, C, for I = 3/2
nuclei).
Figs. 8 and 9(a) show the 11.7 T *‘Rb MQMAS
(w, = 8.9 kHz) and DAS spectra, respectively, of
Rb,CrQ,. Two sites exist in this compound [ 14,361,
but only the one with smaller Co was observed in
both experiments. The CSA and the second-order
quadrupolar broadening at 11.7 T are N 27 kHz (S,,
=- 1lOppm) and - 13kHz (Co = 3SMHz), respectively [37]. Since the combined effect of the
CSA and quadrupolar interactions is complicated, the
DAS and MAS spectra are not sensitive to variations
in the CSA parameters. It is then very difficult to
obtain CSA information from either the DAS or
MAS spectra. However, as the CSA is amplified to
_ 75 kHz in the MQMAS dimension, the MQMAS
spectrum of Rb,CrQ, covers a much larger frequency range and has more spinning sidebands. It is
thus possible to neglect the second-order quadrupolar
effect when we simulate the MQMAS sideband intensities. The simulated spectrum is shown in Fig.

-200

-100

:
-200

-100

0

100

200

Frequency (ppm from IM RbNO3)
Fig. 9. (a) 11.7T DAS spectrum for 87Rb in Rb,CrO,, (b) 11.7T
MQMAS spectrum for “Rb in Rb,CrO,,
(c) Simulated MQMAS
spectrum with S,, = - 1 IOppm, 7)_ = 0.0. The simulation includes only the CSA effect, neglecting the second-order quadrupe
lar effect.

8(c) and the magnitude of the CSA, together with the
asymmetry parameter can be determined (a,, =
- 1lOppm, 77,s= 0.0). These values are in good
agreement with those determined by a switching
angle spinning (SAS) approach 1371but do not agree
with other numbers found in the literature [36]. The
Rb,CrO, spectrum here also serves as an example to
demonstrate that relatively large CSA does not limit
the implementation of the MQMAS.
4.7. MQVAS
As we have shown in Section 2, CSA information
can also be derived by performing the triple-quantum
experiment at 70.12” or 30.56” and removing the

S.H. Wang et crI./Solid
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second-order quadrupolar effect by a correlation
scheme. Additionally, because the CSA is magnified
by a factor of three in the triple-quantum dimension
compared with the single-quantum dimension, this
approach would have the advantage of allowing one
to obtain CSA parameters even if the CSA is too
small to show significant effects on the single-quantum spectrum. Experimentally, this can be realized
using the same sequence as in Fig. 1.
Fig. 10 shows the 11.7 T RbNO, MQVAS spectrum acquired with the sample spinning at 70.12”.
Three sites exist in the salt, and the isotropic chemical shifts and quadrupolar parameters for each site
have been determined from DAS and MQMAS [23]:
ais = - 27.4ppm, Co = 1.68 MHz, vo = 0.2 for the
first site, &, = - 28Sppm, Co = 1.94MHz, no =
1.O for the second and SisO= - 31.3 ppm, Co =
1.72 MHz, vo = 0.5 for the third. Using these parameters, the isotropic frequency shifts in the triple-

-100

-90

-80
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quantum dimension were calculated to give -74.2,
- 71.4 and - 84.9ppm, respectively, for the three
sites. These numbers are in the same region as the
peaks in the triple-quantum spectrum. Compared with
the simulations in Fig. 11, it is likely that the spectrum shows well-defined patterns for different sites.
However, accurate determination of the CSA parameters for this salt requires a three-dimensional experiment to separate the different resonances.
We have recorded pure-absorption mode MQVAS
spectra for 23Na and 87Rb in several other comrcmnds (23Na,C,0,,
23Na,S0,,
87RbC10,,
Rb,SO,). All of the triple-quantum spectra show
asymmetric peaks, but no clear singularities can be
identified to accurately determine the CSA parameters, most likely due to the existence of other
anisotropic interactions such as dipolar coupling. The
possibility that other interactions might obscure the
triple-quantum spectra suggests that MQVAS can be

-70

-60

Triple-Quantum Dimension
(ppm from 1M RbN03)
Fig. IO. 11.7 T MQVAS spectrum for *‘Rb in RbNO,. I28 t, points and 512
t, point with a recycle delay of 0.5 s giving a total acquisition time of 7h.

t2 pointswerecollected. 192 FIDs were accumulated for each
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Fig. 11. Simulated two-dimensional MQVAS patterns with different Euler angles. The parameters used for the simulations are:
Co = 3.0MHz, vQ = 1.0, GiSO
= Oppm, SC,= 15 ppm, qCS= 1.0, I = 3/2, and the Larmor frequency is 15OMHz. The Euler angles are (a)
(0”,0”,0”)(b) (0”,0”,45”) (c) (0°,0”,900) Cd)(90”,90”,90”).

useful only when the CSA is moderate, e.g., when it
is large enough to dominate the triple-quantum dimension, but not larger than the spinning speed.
Recently, it was shown that the 2D switching-angle spinning (SAS) spectra for quadrupolar nuclei
are more sensitive to the relative orientation (described by a set of Euler angles cr , p, and y
between the CSA and quadrupolar principal axes>
than the 1D MAS or static spectra [37]. To see how
these angles could affect the MQVAS spectra, Fig.
11 shows our simulated 2D MQVAS spectra using
the same chemical shift and quadrupolar parameters
but different sets of Euler angles. As in the SAS
spectra, these patterns show a significant dependence
on the relative orientation of the two tensors, providing a promising method for quantifying these angles.

One feature of the two-dimensional pattern is that
although the 1D projection does not always show
clear singularities, the two-dimensional pattern often
does [37,38]. This was verified by several MQVAS
spectra and a complete analysis of these patterns is
under way.

5. Conclusion

The complimentary aspects of MQMAS and DAS
have been studied. By examples, we have shown that
the technically simple MQMAS technique is suitable
for the study of 3Na and 87Rb with some care
necessary for site quantification; for nuclei such as
27A1,“B and 45Sc, MQMAS spectra are useful even

S.H. Wang et ~1./Solid
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when DAS fails to provide high-resolution spectra;
due to ‘accidental overlap’ of different resonances,
performing both the MQMAS and DAS experiments
can be useful in qualification because the spectra
overlap differently.
In addition, we have also studied some aspects of
the MQMAS technique including the linewidth and
resolution, the sideband pattern and the effect of
CSA and dipolar interactions on the resultant spectra.
Two extensions of MQMAS have also demonstrated
that CSA information can be directly obtained using
the multiple-quantum scheme.
With the line-narrowing techniques developed for
quadrupolar nuclei, it is now possible to study a
variety of important quadrupolar nuclei such as “0,
27A1,“B, 23Na, *‘,“Rb, 69’7’Gaand 45Sc in solids. A
combination of these averaging schemes with other
NMR techniques could result in more advanced approaches for the investigation of quadrupolar systems. For example, the combination of DAS or
MQMAS with HETCOR (hetero-nuclear correlation)
have yielded high-resolution HETCOR spectra for
quadrupolar nuclei 139,401; the introduction of the
SAS or MQVAS schemes could lead to a complete
separation of resonance lines and a determination of
the quadrupolar and CSA tensors for each of the
distinct sites in the material.
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